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Abstract
Error coding is suited when the transmission channel is noisy. This is the case of wireless communication. So to provide a reliable digital data transmission, we should use error detection and correction algorithms. In this paper, we constructed a simulation study for four detection algorithms.
The first three methods—hamming, LRC, and parity are common techniques in networking while
the fourth is a proposed one called Signature. The results show that, the hamming code is the best
one in term of detection but the worst one in term of execution time. Parity, LRC and signature
have the same ability in detecting error, while the signature has a preference than all others methods in term of execution time.
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1. Introduction
One of the most common problems that encounter digital transmission is error detection and correction. Usually,
errors come from two different resources. The first one is the significant interference that affects the transmission line while the second is failure in the communications path [1]-[4]. The second is rarely to occur due to new
techniques that are used to keep the line from any intruders. Most of the efforts are concentrated on the detection
or correction of the first one of errors.
Many algorithms are devised to detect or correct those errors. In more accurate words, many detection algorithms are existed compared to scarce number of correction algorithms. Detection can be implemented using
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software or hardware and they are more prosperous than correction ones. Detection methods can be classified
into two approaches, Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ).
In FEC, a set of bits are added to the message which are called error correcting codes at the sender side before
the transmission process occurs. Those error correcting codes are used by receiver to detect and correct errors
locally without necessary to retransmit corrupted bits. Most of these techniques are successful in detecting errors
while failing in correcting it especially if the number of corrupted bits more than two.
However in ARQ, only error detection capability is provided and no attempt to correct any packets received
in error is made. The correction of corrupted bits or packets is done by retransmitting them through the sender
site [1] [2] [5].
This work presents a simulation study to compare between four error detection methods: parity bits, long redundancy code (LRC), hamming code, and signature method. The first three are common to all, while the fourth
is a new one for the networking field and subsistent for other fields such as information retrieval.

2. Related Work
Many researches and literature concentrate on error correction and detection to develop an effective method and
technique to manipulate error coding. A lot of methods and techniques have been built to detect error. But only
few methods exist for correcting it. A lot of most recent researches focus on how to detect errors rather than
correcting due to high complexity of the posterior.
However, there still much room for improving existing methods and techniques to detecting, correcting, and
improving specially in wireless communications.
A summary of some literatures that talk about our subject: “Error detection and correction”, are given below.
Alexiou and others [6], studied the loss behavior of an output buffered multiplexer in ATM system, the results
showed the more burst source the larger loss rate. The previous result was found using a simulation study on
FEC ATM.
Akyildiz and others [7], introduced a new adaptive FEC in wireless ATM network. The purpose of AFEC is
to provide dynamic error control to protect ATM cell payload. To prove that a simulation study was built using
low speed wireless ATM network
Chung and others [4], constituted a comparison between CRC and hamming code through a simulation study
on TCP.

3. Detection Algorithms
Many algorithms are used to detect errors in received data some of them are Parity Error Detection, Long redundancy check (LRC), Cyclic redundancy check (CRC), Checksum Error Detection, Hamming Code, and Signature error Detection. In this section we will try to give a brief description for each detection algorithm, and
show how it does work at sender and receiver side.

3.1. Parity Bit Error Detection
It is the oldest technique for detection, in which one or more bits are added to the frame. The state of bits as
miller [8] said, are determined by two factors; type of parity system employed (Even and odd parity) and number of logical 1 or 0 bits in the data character.
Scenario for this method can be summarized by; sender adds an over head bit(s) to every character in the
frame, and then transmits it. Receiver checks this or those bits to detect if there is an error or not. The ulterior
steps summarize the previous description.
• Sender: Adds an additional bit(s) to each character word transmitted.
• Receiver: Each character word is checked against parity bit.
Any mismatch in the sending characters requires a retransmission for corrupted ones, so it considers as one of
ARQ algorithms. If the occurrence of errors is extremely low, parity is successful in detecting more than 95% of
the errors that may occur [4] [6] [9].

3.2. LRC
It is an improvement method for parity bit, in which an over head character is added at the end of frame in addi-
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tion to parity bits for each code word in it. Parity bits that are added to the frame are called vertical redundancy
check (VRC). VRC and code word are used to build LRC signature at the sender side, in which each of the data
bits of each character, is exclusive ORed with the bits of all the other data bits. Figure 1 shows how LRC is
computed for the word “ABC”.
Receiver computes LRC for the whole message if it equals Zero’s then it considers as a correct or good message as shown in Figure 2. While if the result not equals to Zero’s then an error occurred, to detect that VRC’s
are checked.

3.3. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
It is one the most common detection technique that was proved a high performance compared with other techniques. Sender uses the division process to create the error or CRC character, which is added to the message.
This character is created based on a specific function that is common between a sender and receiver it plays as
public key for two parties. Receiver check the received message against common public if the remainder of the
message is zero then message is correct. CRC is considered a one of ARQ algorithms [1] [2] [5].

3.4. Checksum Error Detection
The name of this method is derived from its mechanism, in which bits in each code word are added to create the
signature character. Sender generates this error detection character which is known as checksum as we said
above the character results from summing all the bytes of a message together, discarding any carry-over from
the addition and after completing this process message is sent with this signature. At receiver side, checksum
character is computed another time and the two checksums are compared. A match between receiver checksum
and transmitted checksum indicates good data. While mismatch indicates an error has occurred. Figure 3 shows
how this process is accomplished for the message “ABC”.

Figure 1. LRC representation for “ABC”.

Figure 2. Received LRC representation for “ABC”.

Figure 3. Checksum representation for “ABC”.
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3.5. Hamming Code Detection Method

Error bits, called Hamming bits, are inserted into the message at random locations [10]. To deal with this method you will need firstly to determine number of hamming bits to be added, in other word how many Hamming
bits (H) are to be inserted between the message (M) bits. The number of bits in the message (M) is used to solve
the Equation [1] in order to determine the number of Hamming (H) bits. Usually to simplify the dealing with
error bits some fashion are used such as determination value of first bit error. Here, we will take all locations
that have 1 in the first bit and then adding them, if the summation is odd then the value of this error bit is 1 otherwise 0 [1]-[3] [9].

2H ≥ M + H − 1

(1)

3.6. Signature Error Detection
It generates an error-detection character known as Signature. This character results from ORed all the code word
of a message together. The idea of this techniques was retrieved or contrived from information retrieval concepts,
in which text is classified by given each set of words (block) a specific signature that is result from ORed operation between all terms or words inside this block. Figure 4 shows how we can compute the signature for the
code words “ABC”.
At Receiver side to check the correctness of message it computes signature character another time and the two
Signatures are compared. A match between receiver Signature and transmitted Signature indicates good data. A
mismatch indicates an error has occurred.
To detect error we will use parity bit(s) and And-Operation for word with signature as follows:
If Word And Signature = Word then correct

3.7. Error Methods Summary
Error detection methods can be classified based on two important criteria’s, Number of bits to be added to the
message, and type of approach that is used in the detection process. Table 1 summarizes the comparison between different existing approaches.

4. Material and Methods
Building error control simulator is not an easy task due to many factors that must be taken in the consideration;
Packet size to be sent, the protocol to send data over it, control flow protocol, noise rate, and packet preparation

Figure 4. Signature representation for “ABC”.
Table 1. Error detection methods summarization.
Error method

Approach type

Overhead

Parity bit

ARQ

One or more bits add to the character

LRC

ARQ/FEC

One bit per character plus LRC character

Checksum

ARQ

Checksum character at end of message

CRC

ARQ

CRC bytes at end of message

Hamming code

ARQ/FEC

Hamming bits inserted into data stream

Signature

ARQ/FEC

One bit per character plus signature character
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all of them are factors should be taken and manipulated within the work.

4.1. Packet Size
Packet size is determined by the user of the simulator. He/she has rightness to choose the number of bytes to be
sent through the frame. The maximum size that may be selected is 1024 bytes, which is the maximum size that
is allowed by local host of the system over TCP.

4.2. Local Host Protocol
Transmission/Transfer control protocol (TCP) is the host environment in which frames are transferred from
sender to receiver over it. To use it a socket is defined at sender and receiver which is required to define local
port, and remote port for communication.

4.3. Control Flow Protocol
There are many control flow protocol such as stop & wait, sliding window, go-back-N, repeated selection that
controls traffic of frames between sender and receiver. In our work, we used Go-Back-N protocol. Receiver
checks frames if there is an error in a packet it sends negative acknowledgment to sender to retransmit packets
from the corrupted one and above.

4.4. Noise Rate
Noise rate is affected by many factors such as type of media that uses in transmission, electromagnetic field, or
environment noise, so we make it variable during transmission. To generate it, a random generator is used to
provide a set of random numbers and based on their values bits are changed.

4.5. Packet Preparation
Packet is a set of characters, in which number of characters is determined by the packet size. After generating
the characters of packet, it is converted to binary a stream in order to deal with it as in real network. Once the
binary stream is completed the next step starts by selecting the detection algorithm. Here we implemented five
algorithms Parity, LRC, CRC, Hamming, and Signature method. In Parity method to make it more surplus even
and odd bits are added to each character in the frame as in shown Figure 5.
LRC and signature method use the previous methodology to compute VRC’s that are participate in computing
LRC and signature. In addition, to make the process more accurate we appended CRC to LRC and signature as
follows:
=
New Frame Frame ( VRC ) + Frame ( CRC LRC Signature )

Hamming factors are computed for each character in the Frame and concatenated at the end of the frame.
CRC is also computed for hamming factors as follows:
New
=
Frame New Frame + CRC ( Hamming factors )

4.6. Detection Procedure
Sender and receiver have a set of clear roles in the detection procedure. The sender reads the packet from user or
system and stores the packets in a specific buffer in order to manipulate them. The packet is divided into frames
of specific size that must be accommodated with the receiver. Frame must have a predefined fixed length, so it
has three cases as ulterior:

Figure 5. Improved parity bits.
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• Null or empty frame, so the sender sends an empty frame to receiver in aim to terminate the process.
• Non-Empty and Non full frame, so the sender will fill empty locations by a special character(s) to make it as
full one.
• Full frame that has a full length of locations.
After manipulating the frames, sender uses the selected method to generate the signature and concatenates it
with the frame. Noise generator function takes the frame and passes it in a virtual noisy channel. The amount of
noise is determined by the user threshold. At the end sender sends the frame to receiver and waits for acknowledgement. The ulterior steps show how sender works and manipulates data.
Sender Steps:

At the receiver site, it receives a message from sender in their listening buffer. The message has two cases:
• Null or empty message, so the receiver must terminate the communication.
• Non empty message that holds data and used method for detection.
After receiving the non-empty message, the receiver will extract data and the used method in order to insert
the data in the manipulation process for checking the correctness. According to the results the receiver sends an
acknowledgement to sender for continuity or resending. The ulterior steps show how sender works and manipulates data.
Receiver Steps:

5. Experiments and Results
The proposed detection algorithm and the other existing ones were tested with a different data and different
packet size. The evaluation measured parameters that were utilized in the testing are: execution time, number of
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sending, and correctness [11]. Table 2 shows the results of testing those method at packet size 10 and file size
359 KB.
The results for measurement at previous data are shown in Figure 6. As you see hamming code always has
the maximum execution time due to its high ability to detect errors, which is required a higher computation time
than other methods, while signature is the minimum execution time due to its weakness in detecting errors. Drop
false is one of weakness of signature method in which it accept error as correct packet specially if the signature
contains one’s in all locations. Every time there is a tradeoff between execution time and correctness, high execution time with high correctness as in hamming method. LRC and parity approximately have the same measurement.
Table 3 and Figure 7 are another case for detection algorithms that proves the same results as in the previous
case.
Table 2. Results of detection methods at packet size = 10 and file size = 359 KB.
Method Name

Execution Time

Correctness

Sending Number

Parity

0.57825

95.3

47

LRC

0.61262

100

45

Signature

0.46913

94.83

34

Hamming

1.032

100

59

Table 3. Results of detection methods at packet size = 20 and file size = 730 KB.
Method Name

Execution Time

Correctness

Sending Number

Parity

1.0165

94.66

89

LRC

1.00075

100

81

Signature

0.54712

93.97

35

Hamming

3.04762

100

128

Figure 6. Results of detection methods at packet size = 10 and file size = 359 KB.

Figure 7. Results of detection methods at packet size = 20 and file size = 730 KB.
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6. Conclusions
Hamming code method is a powerful technique for detecting errors but as we mention previously a tradeoff between execution time and correctness which makes the usability is hard in wireless communication. LRC is an
intermediate method between correctness and execution time so it is better to use it over the other methods.
Results of any simulator will base on the correctness of collected data. In generating noise if we know the approximate statistical distribution, the results become more accurate and more nearby to the reality.
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